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Abstract
We prove that the parabolic Harnack inequality implies the existence of jump
kernel for symmetric pure jump process. This allows us to remove a technical
assumption on the jumping measure in the recent characterization of the parabolic
Harnack inequality for pure jump processes by Chen, Kumagai and Wang. The
key ingredients of our proof are the Le´vy system formula and a near-diagonal heat
kernel lower bound.
1 Introduction
The parabolic Harnack inequality is a fundamental regularity estimate for non-negative
solutions to the heat equation and its variants. Important applications of the parabolic
Harnack inequality are apriori Ho¨lder regularity of solutions, the existence of heat kernel,
and bounds on the heat kernel. We refer to the survey [Kas] for an introduction to
Harnack inequalities and variants.
A major result on the parabolic Harnack inequality is its characterization by simpler
geometric and analytic properties. In the context of diffusions on Riemannian mani-
folds this characterization was established by Grigor’yan [Gri] and Saloff-Coste [Sal] for
the classical space-time scaling (time scales like square of space). This characteriza-
tion was extended and modified to many settings including diffusions on metric measure
spaces [Stu], nearest neighbor walks on graphs [Del], and for anomalous space time scaling
[BB, BBK06, GHL] by several authors. A similar characterization of the parabolic Har-
nack inequality for jump processes remained open until a recent breakthrough by Chen,
Kumagai and Wang [CKW17].
The purpose of this note is to show that the parabolic Harnack inequality implies the
existence of the jump kernel for pure jump processes. In other words, we show that the
∗Research partially supported by China Scholarship Council.
†Research partially supported by NSERC (Canada).
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jumping measure is absolutely continuous with respect to the product measure µ⊗µ, where
µ is the symmetric (reference) measure for the jump process. As a consequence, we remove
a technical hypothesis on the jumping measure assumed in [CKW17] for characterizing
the parabolic Harnack inequality (see Remark 1.3).
1.1 Framework and result
Let (M, d) be a complete, locally compact, separable metric space, and let µ be a positive
Radon measure on M with full support. Such a triple (M, d, µ) is called a metric measure
space. We assume that (M, d) is unbounded ; that is, supx,y∈M d(x, y) = ∞. We set
B(x, r) := {y ∈ X | d(x, y) < r} and V (x, r) = µ(B(x, r)) for x ∈ M, r ∈ (0,∞). We
assume that the measure µ satisfies the following volume doubling property (VD): there
exists CD > 1 such that
V (x, 2r) ≤ CDV (x, r), for any x ∈M, r ∈ (0,∞). (VD)
We consider a symmetric Dirichlet form (E ,F) on L2(M,µ). In other words, F is a
dense linear subspace of L2(M,µ), E : F × F → R is symmetric, non-negative definite,
bilinear form that is closed (F is a Hilbert space under the inner product E1(·, ·) =
E(·, ·) + 〈·, ·〉L2(M,µ)) and Markovian (for any f ∈ F , we have f̂ := (0 ∨ f) ∧ 1 ∈ F and
E(f̂ , f̂) ≤ E(f, f)). We assume that (E ,F) is regular ; that is, F ∩ Cc(X) is dense both in
(F , E1) and in (Cc(X), ‖ · ‖sup). We assume that (E ,F) is a pure jump type Dirichlet form;
that is, there exists a symmetric positive Radon measure on M ×M \ diag such that
E(f, f) =
ˆ
M×M\diag
(f(x)− f(y))2 J(dx, dy), for all f ∈ F ,
where diag = {(x, x) | x ∈M} denotes the diagonal. The Radon measure J is called the
jumping measure; cf. [FOT, Theorem 3.2.1]. We say that the Dirichlet form (E ,F) on
L2(X, µ) admits a jump kernel if J is absolutely continuous with respect to the product
measure µ ⊗ µ on M × M \ diag. If the Dirichlet form admits a jump kernel, then
the Radon-Nikodym derivative of J with respect to µ ⊗ µ is called the jump kernel.
In other words, (if it exists) the jump kernel j(·, ·) is a measurable function such that
J(dx, dy) = j(x, y)µ(dx)µ(dy). The central question of this work whether or not a pure
jump type, regular Dirichlet form admits a jump kernel.
Every regular Dirichlet form (E ,F) on L2(M,µ) has an associated µ-symmetric Hunt
process X = {Xt, t ≥ 0,P
x, x ∈M \ N}, where N is a properly exceptional set for (E ,F);
that is, µ(N ) = 0 and Px(Xt ∈ N for some t > 0) = 0. This Hunt process is unique
up to the choice of a properly exceptional set [FOT, Theorems 4.2.8 and 7.2.1]. Let
Zt = (Vt, Xt) be the associated space-time process (R × M-valued process) defined by
Vt = V0 − t. The law of the space time process s 7→ Zs starting from (t, x) will be
denoted by P(t,x). The expectation with respect to P(t,x) is denoted by E(t,x). We say
that A ⊂ [0,∞)×M is nearly Borel measurable if for any Borel probability measure µ0
on [0,∞) ×M , there are Borel measurable subsets A1, A2 such that A1 ⊂ A ⊂ A2 and
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satisfies Pµ0(Zt ∈ A2 \A1 for some t ≥ 0) = 0. The collection of nearly Borel measurable
subsets of [0,∞)×M forms a σ-field, which is called nearly Borel measurable σ-field. We
recall the (probabilistic) definition of the parabolic Harnack inequality.
Definition 1.1. We say that a nearly Borel measurable function u : [0,∞)×M → R is
caloric on D = (a, b)×B(x0, r) for the Markov process X if there is a property exceptional
set Nu of the Markov process X such that for any relatively compact open subset U of
D, we have
u(t, x) = E(t,x)u(ZτU ), for all (t, x) ∈ U ∩ ([0,∞)× (M \ Nu)).
Let φ : [0,∞) → [0,∞) be a homeomorphism (and hence strictly increasing with
φ(0) = 0). We say that the parabolic Harnack inequality PHI(φ) holds for the process
X , if there exist constants c0 ∈ (0, 1), 0 < C1 < C2 < C3 < C4 and C5 > 1 such
that for any x0 ∈ M, t0 ≥ 0, r > 0, provided that u : R+ × M → R+ is caloric on
(t0, t0 + C4φ(r))×B(x0, r), we always have
ess sup
(t0+C1φ(r),t0+C2φ(r))×B(x0,c0r)
u ≤ C5 ess inf
(t0+C3φ(r),t0+C4φ(r))×B(x0 ,c0r)
u. (PHI(φ))
The main result of our work is that the parabolic Harnack inequality implies the
existence of jump kernel.
Theorem 1.2. Let (M, d, µ) be an unbounded, complete, separable, locally compact metric
measure space, where µ is a Radon measure with full support on (M, d) that satisfies the
volume doubling property (VD). Let (E ,F) be a symmetric Dirichlet form on L2(M,µ)
of pure jump type and let X be the corresponding µ-symmetric Hunt process. Let φ :
[0,∞)→ [0,∞) be a homeomorphism such that there exist constants Cφ ≥ 1, β2 ≥ β1 > 0
such that
C−1φ
(
R
r
)β1
≤
φ(R)
φ(r)
≤ Cφ
(
R
r
)β2
for all 0 < r ≤ R. (1.1)
If the process X satisfies the parabolic Harnack inequality PHI(φ), then the Dirichlet form
(E ,F) on L2(M,µ) admits a jump kernel.
Remark 1.3. (a) Let J(dx, dy) denote the jumping measure for (E ,F). Assume that
there is a kernel J˜(x, dy) (in other words, x 7→ J˜(x,A) is a Borel measurable function
for any Borel set A, and that A 7→ J˜(x,A) is a Borel measure on M for any x ∈M)
such that
J(dx, dy) = J˜(x, dy)µ(dy). (1.2)
Theorem 1.2 was shown under the additional assumption that a kernel J˜(x, dy) exists
and satisfies (1.2) in [CKW17, Proposition 3.3] (see also [BBK09, Proposition 4.7] for
a similar result and proof). This assumption can be viewed as a weaker form of the
existence of jump kernel and was assumed throughout [CKW17]. As a consequence
of Theorem 1.2, we could remove the assumption (1.2) in the characterization of
parabolic Harnack inequality in [CKW17].
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(b) As explained in [CKW17, Remark 1.22], the condition that the metric space is
unbounded can be relaxed. Our proof of Theorem 1.2 also extends to the case
where there are non-zero diffusion and jump parts as considered in [CKW19].
In the proof of Theorem 1.2, we consider the same caloric function used in [CKW17,
Proposition 3.3] and [BBK09, Proposition 4.7]. However, the argument in [CKW17]
requires a Le´vy system formula (see [CKW17, Lemma 2.11]) that relies on the assumption
(1.2). To overcome the difficulty, we use a more abstract Le´vy system formula that does
not rely on (1.2). The main new ingredient in our proof is the use of a near diagonal
lower bound on the heat kernel to obtain useful quantitative estimates on the jumping
measure. In particular, we use both upper and lower bounds on the heat kernel while the
argument in [CKW17, Proposition 3.3] uses only upper bound on the heat kernel.
Notation. Throughout this paper, we use the following notations and conventions.
(a) For a measurable function f ≥ 0 and a measure µ, by f · µ, we denote the measure
A 7→
´
A
f dµ.
(b) For a measure µ and a function f , the integral
´
f dµ is denoted by 〈µ, f〉.
(c) The notation A . B for quantities A and B indicates the existence of an implicit
constant C ≥ 1 depending on some inessential parameters such that A ≤ CB. We
write A ≍ B, if A . B and B . A.
2 Proof
The proof of Theorem 1.2 relies on two key ingredients. The ingredients are bounds on
the heat kernel and a Le´vy system formula, which we recall in §2.1 and §2.2 respectively.
After these preliminaries, we present the proof of Theorem 1.2 in §2.3.
2.1 Heat kernel
We recall the notion of heat kernel. Let (M, d, µ) be a metric measure space and let
(E ,F) be a regular Dirichlet form on L2(M,µ). Let (Xt, t ≥ 0,Px, x ∈ M \ N ) be the
corresponding µ-symmetric Hunt process, where N is a properly exceptional set for (E ,F).
Let {Pt} note the corresponding Markov semigroup [FOT, Theorem 1.4.1]. The heat
kernel associated with the Markov semigroup {Pt} (if it exists) is a family of measurable
functions p(t, ·, ·) : M ×M 7→ [0,∞) for every t > 0, such that
Ptf(x) =
ˆ
p(t, x, y)f(y)µ(dy), for all f ∈ L2(M,µ), t > 0 and x ∈M , (2.1)
p(t, x, y) = p(t, y, x) for all x, y ∈M and t > 0, (2.2)
p(t+ s, x, y) =
ˆ
p(s, x, y)p(t, y, z)µ(dy), for all t, s > 0 and x, y ∈M . (2.3)
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For an open set B, let XB denote the µ-symmetric Hunt process on B obtained from X
killed upon exiting B [CF, Theorems 3.3.8 and 3.3.9]; that is,
XB(t) =
{
X(t) for t < τB,
∆ for t ≥ τB
,
where ∆ denotes the cemetery state and τB = inf {s > 0 | Xt /∈ B} denote the exit time
of B. Let
{
PBt
}
denote the Markov semigroup on L2(B, µ). The heat kernel associated
with the Markov semigroup {PBt } (if it exists) is denoted by p
B(t, ·, ·). We recall the
existence and bounds on the heat kernels for X and XB from [CKW17].
Proposition 2.1. [CKW17, Propositions 3.1 and 3.2] Let (M, d, µ) be an unbounded,
complete, separable, locally compact metric measure space, where µ is a Radon measure
with full support on (M, d) that satisfies the volume doubling property (VD). Let (E ,F) be
a symmetric Dirichlet form on L2(M,µ) of pure jump type and let X be the corresponding
µ-symmetric Hunt process. Let φ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞) be a homeomorphism such that there
exist constants Cφ ≥ 1, β2 ≥ β1 > 0 satisfying (1.1). Assume further that X satisfies the
parabolic Harnack inequality PHI(φ). Then
(a) The process X has a continuous heat kernel p : (0,∞)×M×M → [0,∞) that satisfies
the following upper bound. There exists a constant CU > 0 and a properly exceptional
set N for X such that,
pt(x, y) ≤
CU
V (x, φ−1(t))
, for all x, y ∈M \ N and for all t > 0, (UHKD(φ))
(b) For every ball B = B(x0, r), let X
B denote the process obtained from X killed upon
exiting B. Then XB has a heat kernel pB : (0,∞)×B×B → [0,∞) and satisfies the
following lower bound: there exists cL > 0, δN ∈ (0, 1) and a properly exceptional set
N for X such that for any x0 ∈M, r < 0, 0 < t ≤ φ(δNr) and B = B(x0, r),
p
B(x0,r)
t (x, y) ≥
cL
V (x0, φ−1(t))
, for all x, y ∈ B(x0, δNφ−1(t)) \ N . (NDL(φ))
Remark 2.2. (a) We remark that the proofs of [CKW17, Propositions 3.1 and 3.2] do
not rely on the assumption (1.2) or the reverse volume doubling property.
(b) Using a standard parabolic Ho¨lder regularity estimate (see [BGK, Corollary 4.5 and
Lemma 4.6]), we may assume that (t, x, y) 7→ pt(x, y) is continuous on (0,∞)×M ×
M . Similarly, for any ball B(x0, r), we may assume that (t, x, y) 7→ p
B(x0,r)
t (x, y) is
continuous in (0,∞) × B(x0, r) × B(x0, r). In particular, we may assume that the
exceptional set N in the estimates UHKD(φ) and NDL(φ) is the empty set.
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2.2 Le´vy system formula
In this section, we collect some useful facts on the Le´vy system formula and positive
continuous additive functionals.
Consider a µ-symmetric Hunt process X = {Ω,M, Xt, t ≥ 0,Px}, where N is a prop-
erly exceptional set for (E ,F) on L2(X, µ) and (Ω,M,Px). For any measure ν on M , we
denote by Pν the measure Pν(A) =
´
M
P
x(A) dν(x). Any function f on M is extended to
M∂ := M ∪ {∆} by setting f(∆) = 0, where ∆ denotes the cemetery state. The set M∂
as a topological space is the one point compactification of M . Let (Mt)0≤t≤∞ denote the
minimum augmented admissible filtration on Ω.
A collection of random variables A := {As : Ω → R+|s ∈ R+}, is called a positive
continuous additive functional (for short, a PCAF), if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) At(·) is (Mt)-measurable,
(ii) there exist a set Λ ∈M∞ and an exceptional set N ⊂M for X such that Px(Λ) = 1
for all x ∈M \ N and θtΛ ⊂ Λ for all t > 0, where θt denotes the shift map on Ω.
(iii) For any ω ∈ Λ, t 7→ At(ω) is continuous, non-negative with A0(ω) = 0, At(ω) =
Aζ(ω)(ω) for t ≥ ζ(ω), and At+s(ω) = At(ω) + As(θtω) for any s, t ≥ 0. Here ζ(·)
denotes the life time of the process.
The sets Λ and N are referred to as a defining set and exceptional set of the PCAF At
respectively. If N can be taken to the empty set, then we say that At is a PCAF in the
strict sense.
A measure ν is called the Revuz measure of the PCAF A, if and only if for any
non-negative Borel functions h and f ,
E
h·µ
(ˆ t
0
f(Xs(ω)) dAs(ω)
)
=
ˆ t
0
〈f · ν, Psh〉 ds, (2.4)
where Ps denotes the Markov semigroup corresponding to the Hunt process. By [FOT,
Theorem 5.1.4], the Revuz measure ν is uniquely determined by A and does not charge
any set of zero capacity. In particular,
ν(N ) = 0, for any properly exceptional set N . (2.5)
Every Hunt process has a Le´vy system (N,H) [CF, Appendix A.3.4]. Recall that a pair
(N,H) is a Le´vy sytem for the Hunt process X if N(x, dy) is a kernel onM∂ equipped with
the Borel σ-field and H is a PCAF in the strict sense satisfying the following property:
for any non-negative Borel function F : M∂ ×M∂ → [0,∞) such that F (x, x) = 0 for all
x ∈M∂ , we have
E
z
[∑
s≤t
F (Xs−, Xs)
]
= Ez
[ˆ t
0
ˆ
M
F (Xs, y)N(Xs, dy)dHs
]
. (2.6)
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The property in (2.6) called the Le´vy system formula and admits the following general-
ization. By [CF, (A.3.33)], for any non-negative Borel function g on (0,∞), any z ∈M∂ ,
any (Mt)-stopping time T , and any non-negative Borel function F : M∂ ×M∂ → [0,∞)
such that F (x, x) = 0 for all x ∈M∂, we have
E
z
[ ∑
0<s≤T
g(s)F (Xs−, Xs)
]
= Ez
[ˆ T
0
g(s)
ˆ
M
F (Xs, y)N(Xs, dy)dHs
]
. (2.7)
By [FOT, (5.3.6) and Theorem 5.3.1], we know if ν is the Revuz measure of H , then
J(dx, dy) =
1
2
N(x, dy)ν(dx). (2.8)
Lemma 2.3. [CF, Proposition 4.1.10] Let H be a PCAF for the process (Xt) and let ν
be the corresponding Revuz measure. For any open set D the process (Ht∧τD) is a PCAF
for the process XD killed upon exiting D and its Revuz measure is νD(·) = ν(D∩·), where
τD = inf {t > 0 : Xt /∈ D}. In particular, we have
E
h·µ
(ˆ τD∧t
0
f(Xs) dHs
)
=
ˆ t
0
〈f · νD, P
D
s h〉 ds, (2.9)
for all non-negative measurable functions f, h : D → [0,∞), where PDs denotes the Markov
semigroup corresponding to the XD.
2.3 Existence of jump kernel
The following estimate on the jump kernel plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
This estimate can be viewed as an integrated version of the condition (UJS) considered
in [CKW17, Definition 1.18].
Lemma 2.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, there exists δ ∈ (0, 1), CJ > 0 such
that for any pair of balls Bi = B(xi, ri), i = 1, 2 with d(x1, x2) > r1 + r2 and for any ball
B′ = B(x′, r′) ⊂ B(x1, δr1) such that r′ ≤ δr1, we have the estimate
J(B′ ×B2) ≤ CJ
µ(B′)
µ(B1)
J(B1 × B2).
Proof. Let c0 ∈ (0, 1), C1, C2, C3, C4 > 0, C5 > 1 denote the constants in PHI(φ).
Let Bi = B(xi, ri), i = 1, 2 be balls such that r1 + r2 < d(x1, x2). Set fh(t, z) =
1(Cφ(r)−h,Cφ(r))(t)1B2(z), where C = (C1 + C2)/2 and h ∈ (0, Cφ(r)). Then
uh(t, x) =
{
E
x[fh(t− τB1 , XτB1 ); τB1 ≤ t] if x ∈M \ N , t > 0
0 if x ∈ N , t > 0,
(2.10)
is caloric in (0,∞)×B1, where N is an exceptional set for the corresponding Hunt process
X and τB1 = inf {t > 0 | Xt /∈ B1} denote the exit time from B1. By Remark 2.2, we may
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assume that the heat kernel corresponding to the process killed upon exiting B1 given by
(t, x, y) 7→ pB1t (x, y) is continuous in (0,∞)× B1 × B1.
We choose a Le´vy system (N,H) for the process X . Let ν denote the Revuz measure
of H , where H is a PCAF in the strict sense. Set g(x) = N(x,B2).
For any t > Cφ(r), for quasi-every x ∈ B1, for any h ∈ (0, Cφ(r)), and for any
s1 ∈ (0, t− Cφ(r))), we have
uh(t, x) = E
x
∑
s≤τB1
1(t−Cφ(r),t−Cφ(r)+h)(s)1B1(x)1B2(y)

= Ex
[ˆ τB1
0
ˆ
M
1(t−Cφ(r),t−Cφ(r)+h)(s)1B1(x)1B2(y)N(Xs, dy) dHs
]
(by (2.7))
= Ex
[ˆ ((t−Cφ(r)+h)∧τB1 )
(t−Cφ(r))∧τB1
N(Xs, B2) dHs
]
= Ex
[ˆ ((t−Cφ(r)+h)∧τB1 )
(t−Cφ(r))∧τB1
g(Xs) dHs
]
= Ep
B1
s1
(x,·)·µ
[ˆ ((t−Cφ(r)+h−s1)∧τB1 )
(t−Cφ(r)−s1)∧τB1
g(Xs) dHs
]
(by Markov property)
=
ˆ t−Cφ(r)+h−s1
t−Cφ(r)−s1
〈g · νB1 , P
B1
s p
B1
s1
(x, ·)〉 ds (by (2.9))
=
ˆ t−Cφ(r)+h−s1
t−Cφ(r)−s1
〈g · νB1 , p
B1
s+s1
(x, ·)〉 ds (by (2.1) and (2.3))
=
ˆ t−Cφ(r)+h
t−Cφ(r)
ˆ
B1
pB1s (x, w)N(w,B2) ν(dw) ds (since g(·) = N(·, B2))
= 2
ˆ t−Cφ(r)+h
t−Cφ(r)
ˆ
B1
pB1s (x, w)J(dw,B2) ds (by (2.8)). (2.11)
By Proposition 2.1 and Remark 2.2(b), we have that
u˜h(t, x) := 2
ˆ t−Cφ(r)+h
t−Cφ(r)
ˆ
B1
pB1s (x, w)J(dw,B2) ds is continuous in (Cφ(r),∞)× B1.
(2.12)
By (1.1), we choose A > 1, κ ∈ (0, 1) such that
φ(Ar) > 2φ(r), and φ(κr) < (C2 − C1)φ(r)/2 for all r > 0. (2.13)
Let δN ∈ (0, 1) denote the constant in NDL(φ). For any ball B′ = B(x′, r′) ⊂ B1 such
that B(x′, Aδ−1N r
′) ⊂ B1, we have
pB1s (x
′, w) ≥ p
B(x′,Aδ−1
N
r′)
s (x
′, w) &
1
V (x′, r′)
, for all s ∈ [φ(r′), 2φ(r′)] and w ∈ B(x′, r′).
(2.14)
We use NDL(φ), (1.1) and VD to obtain the above estimate. Set
δ := min
(
c0, κ, (Aδ
−1
N + 1)
−1
)
. (2.15)
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The constant δ ∈ (0, 1) is chosen so that for any ball B′ = B(x′, r′) ⊂ B(x1, δr1) with
r′ ≤ δr1, we have
(Cφ(r) + φ(r′), x′) ∈ (C1φ(r), C2φ(r))× B(x1, c0r1), and B(x
′, Aδ−1N r
′) ⊂ B(x1, r1).
(2.16)
For any ball B(x′, r′) ⊂ B(x1, δr1) with r′ ≤ δr1, we have
ess sup
B(x1,c0r1)×(C1φ(r),C2φ(r))
uφ(r′)(t, x) ≥ u˜φ(r′) (Cφ(r) + φ(r
′), x′) (by (2.11), (2.12), and (2.16))
= 2
ˆ 2φ(r′)
φ(r′)
ˆ
B1
pB1s (x, w) J(dw,B2) ds (by (2.12))
& φ(r′)
J(B(x′, r′)× B2)
µ(B(x′, r′))
(by (2.14) and (2.16)).
(2.17)
Set C ′ = (C3 + C4)/2. For any r
′ ≤ δr1, we have
ess inf
B(x1,c0r1)×(C1φ(r),C2φ(r))
uφ(r′)(t, x) ≤ u˜φ(r′) (C
′φ(r), x1) (by (2.11) and (2.12))
≤
ˆ (C′−C)φ(r)+h
(C′−C)φ(r)
ˆ
B1
ps(x, w) J(dw,B2) ds (p
B1 ≤ p)
. φ(r′)
J(B1 × B2)
µ(B1)
(by UHKD(φ), VD, and (1.1))
(2.18)
The conclusion follows from (2.17), (2.18) and PHI(φ). 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Assume to the contrary that J is not absolutely continuous with
respect to µ⊗ µ on (M ×M) \ dM , where dM = {(x, x) : x ∈M} denotes the diagonal in
M .
Let ρ be the metric onM×M defined by ρ((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) = max(d(x1, x2), d(y1, y2)).
It is easy to verify that the product measure µ⊗µ satisfies the volume doubling property
(VD) on the product space (M ×M, ρ). For (x1, x2) ∈M ×M , let Bρ((x1, x2), r) denote
the open ball of radius r in the metric ρ centered at (x1, x2).
By the inner regularity of J , there exists K a compact subset of (M × M) \ dM
such that J(K) > 0 and µ ⊗ µ(K) = 0. Let δ > 0 be the constant in the statement of
Lemma 2.4. By the compactness of K, we can cover K with finitely many sets of the form
{B(x, δd(x, y/4))×B(y, δd(x, y)/4) : (x, y) ∈ K}. Therefore, there exists (x, y) ∈ K such
that K˜ = K∩[B(x, δd(x, y/4))× B(y, δd(x, y)/4)] satisfies J(K˜) > 0 and (µ⊗µ)(K˜) = 0.
By the regularity of µ⊗µ, for any ǫ > 0, there exists an open setKǫ ⊂ B(x, δd(x, y/4))×
B(y, δd(x, y)/4), K˜ ⊂ Kǫ such that µ⊗ µ(Kǫ) < ǫ. By the 5B-covering lemma [Hei, The-
orem 1.2], there exists balls Bρ((xi, yi), ρi) ⊂ Kǫ, i ∈ I such that ρi ≤ δd(xi, yi)/4 for all
i ∈ I,
⋃
i∈I Bρ((xi, yi), ρi) = Kǫ and Bρ((xi, yi), ρi)/5), i ∈ I are pairwise disjoint. Hence,
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we have
J(K˜) ≤ J(Kε) ≤
∑
i∈I
J(Bρ((xi, yi), ρi)) =
∑
i∈I
J (B((xi, ρi)× B(yi, ρi)))
.
∑
i∈I
µ(B((xi, ρi))
µ(B(x, d(x, y)/4)
J (B(x, d(x, y)/4)× B(yi, ρi)) (by Lemma 2.4)
.
∑
i∈I
µ(B((xi, ρi))µ(B((yi, ρi))
µ(B(x, d(x, y)/4)µ(B(y, d(x, y)/4))
J (B(x, d(x, y)/4)× B(y, d(x, y)/4))
(by Lemma 2.4 and symmetry of J)
.
J (B(x, d(x, y)/4)×B(y, d(x, y)/4))
µ(B(x, d(x, y)/4)µ(B(y, d(x, y)/4))
∑
i∈I
(µ⊗ µ)(Bρ((xi, yi), ρi/5)) (by VD)
.
J (B(x, d(x, y)/4)×B(y, d(x, y)/4))
µ(B(x, d(x, y)/4)µ(B(y, d(x, y)/4)
(µ⊗ µ)(Kǫ)
(since Bρ((xi, yi), ρi)/5), i ∈ I are pairwise disjoint and
⋃
i∈I Bρ((xi, yi), ρi) = Kǫ)
. ǫ
J (B(x, d(x, y)/4)× B(y, d(x, y)/4))
µ(B(x, d(x, y)/4)µ(B(y, d(x, y)/4)
(since (µ⊗ µ)(Kǫ) < ε).
By letting ǫ ↓ 0, we obtain J(K˜) = 0, a contradiction. 
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